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Abstract
Political parties are both an influential and an integral part of American politics. Parties
are constantly trying to protect and expand this influence in many different ways~
primarily by appearing inclusive of all groups. One strategy in this effort is to employ the
use of token individuals who both symbolize the groups that the party wants to feel
included and encourage a belief about the overall inclusive character of the political
party. Thus, an examination of the creation of these token individuals and their use
within the party becomes necessary. To do this, a critique of the rhetoric tokens produce
is necessary to determine if tokens face different rhetorical tensions and produce
different strategies to conquer these tensions. As keynote speakers at their respective
party's conventions, Susan Molinari and Barbara Jordan are arguably tokens. To
understand how the phenomena of tokens applies to Molinari and Jordan, their rhetoric
can be analyzed using a multi-faceted methodology. By using tenets of political
communication theory, feminist criticism, and generic criticism to highlight the
uniqueness of these token speeches, a critical and informative investigation will lead to a
better understanding of the unique tensions such tokens face.
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The Creation of a Token Style: An Examination of the Keynote Addresses of
Barbara Jordan and Susan Molinari
Introduction
In the contemporary United States, class differences prevail; however, these
differences are not only ignored, but often, the power structure makes attempts to
disguise them or to demonstrate them as advantageous. Thus, the power structure
attempts to create the appearance of a concordance. Concordance is the emergence of
tenable compromise out of multicultural conflict, "the best that can be negotiated under
the given conditions," (Condit, 1994, p. 210). Condit claims that the differences in class
in our society are remedied by this compromising structure. Cloud ( 1996), argues
however, that rather than reaching a compromise power structures in our society instead
create a hegemonic "ideal" that reinforces group beliefs that our culture is reaching
compromise. It is this apparent compromise that keeps those in power where they are,
thus creating hegemony. Hegemony, according to Cloud, is "the process by which a
social order remains stable by generating consent to its parameters through the
production and distribution of ideological texts that define social reality for the majority
of the people," (p. 117). Cloud further argues that the effective combining tool between
naive ideas of concordance and the harsh reality of hegemony is the use of tokens (p.
122).
Cloud ( 1996) defines tokenism as the strategy by which "texts authorize people
whose difference, if politicized and collectively articulated, might pose a threat to a
dominant order in which some groups are kept subordinate to others," (p. 122), and as
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such is a potential strategy for one strong institution in American society: a political
party. Tokens have the political advantage of connoting a sympathy with diverse groups,
or those groups who are persuaded to believe that they are compromising as part of
concordance. This apparent compromise, however, actually perpetuates the same
hegemony. In other words, tokens can say and do what is necessary to convince the
masses that things are going well and change is happening. In reality, by allowing
themselves to be token representatives of a power structure, they are reinforcing the
interests of the structure, rather than of the people they are addressing.
To assess the potential strength of this strategy, it is necessary to analyze how it
has been employed in rhetorical situations. To do this, I will first, carefully define typical
assumptions about po.litical "tokens". Second, using popular press and other media
evidence, I will show how Susan Molinari and Barbara Jordan, both noteworthy women
within the party structure and the political structure at large, were selected as token
speakers for the parties they represent. Third, I will demonstrate how ideas and methods
in political communication theory, feminist criticism, and generic criticism provide a
useful framework for analyzing specific rhetorical "token" situations. Finally, I will show
how a speaker selected for token purposes creates a rhetorical style different from other
keynote political speakers. This "token style" in fact constitutes a rhetorical "type" that
potentially does more than simply reinforce the status quo.
My argument is that analyzing this token style helps the rhetorical critic
determine not only effects intended by a political party but also possible empowering
effects that move beyond the hegemonic.
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The Establishment of a Token
Much of the original literature on tokens emphasizes the use of tokens primarily
in the workplace. Zimmer (1988) even notes, "since the publication ofRosabeth Kanter's
Men and Women ofthe Corporation in 1977, the concept of"tokenism" has been widely
incorporated into the study of women who work in nontraditional jobs," (p. 64). Prior to
Zimmer, Laws (1975) stuclied the impacts of tokens in the workplace as well. She
emphasizes tenets of tokenism specifically related to a work environment by defining
tokens and their sponsors. She writes, "two role partners, Sponsor and Token, sustain the
institution of tokenism: the Token is a member of the deviant class and the Sponsor is a
member of the dominant class," (p. 51). Laws goes on to demonstrate this factor in
relation to work-based relationships and managerial motives for employing a token.
While one of the workplaces Laws cliscusses is the academic realm, she still places
emphasis on the use of tokens in a business setting; by demonstrating how tokenism
affects a career.
Yoder (1994) adds to the body of research on tokenism by assessing the value of
the numbers and statistics regarding the tokens in the workplace. While Yoder does claim
that the factors involved in the study of tokens do need to be reinvestigated, she continues
to frame these factors in an occupational setting, (p. 150). Yoder's work demonstrates
that while assessment of tokens in the workplace is an area currently addressed by
research, the mindset of workplace must be changed in order to incorporate research that
includes atypical workplaces, such as the political arena or other public "workplace" . It is
important to note here that the literature does not imply that "token" does not imply
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simply a member of a disadvantaged group, moreover, it refers more specifically to the
intentions in the selection of tokens, what they are to represent, and how they are used by
their "Sponsors".
For this reason, Cloud's (1996) work is especially interesting and useful. Her work
is in response to Condit's (1994) argument on the hegemonic conditions in society
actually being a concordance among individuals. Cloud's response makes use of the
notion of tokens in order to argue that American society still suffers from a hegemonic
ideal. Cloud applies the tenets of tokenism in regard to tokens in a cultural setting rather
than an occupational one. This strategy broadens the category of and thinking toward
tokens in a method that allows for theories in tokenism to be applied to tokens in more
public spheres. Cloud defines a token as "the cultural construction of a successful
persona who represents a larger cultural grouping," (p. 122). She goes on to add that
according to Zimmer, tokens are
Women and/or racial minorities, recruited in smaH numbers, who are 'hired,
admitted, or appointed to a group because of their differences from other
members, perhaps to serve as proof that the group does not discriminate against
such members', (p. 65).
With this in mind, a measure of effectiveness of the token must be established. Since two
groups are involved, effectiveness and impact of the token must be considered in regard
to both the sponsor's goals and the goals of the group the token is to represent. Therefore,
to accommodate measure of both sets of goals, effective will be defined as a measure that
demonstrates an outcome that is reasonably better than the status quo as determined by
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each group involved.
I will apply Dana Cloud's theory of tokenism, as presented in her article
Hegemony or Concordance? The Rhetoric of Tokenism in "Oprah" Winfrey's Rags-toRiches Biography, (1996), to the selection, presentatio~ and reception ofBarbara Jordan

and Susan Molinari as keynote speakers at their respective national conventions. Jordan
and Molinari are worthwhile choices for study for two main reasons. First, both women
received large amounts of media attention for their selection as keynote speakers.
Second, both women already bad received unusual amounts of attention or bad moved up
the ranks rather quickly (as women) in their respective parties before their selection as
speakers. Jordan received a great amount of positive press for her speech at the Nixon
impeachment hearings and Molinari is noted for her quick jump into the party leadership,
earning herself a place with the Republican National Committee. So, not only are both
women anomalies (as women) within the party structure, they are also prime examples of
cultural setting tokens, as opposed to the traditional workplace token. This application
will prove useful as a further analysis of tokens in a cultural setting rather than an
occupational environment, thus broadening the category and research regarding this
strategy of rhetorical presentation.
Cloud's Method
First, Cloud's framework must be clearly understood. Cloud ( 1996) establishes
three main criteria that must be met to be considered a token. Cloud uses Oprah Winfrey
to illustrate the main tenets of her theory. First, a token must come from a disadvantaged
group, (p. 121). Winfrey's struggle as a member of such a group is obvious. Cloud
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describes Oprah's humble and difficult childhood including episodes of physical and
sexual abuse as well as racism, poverty, and oppression, (p.121). Cloud's second criterion
is that tokenism highlights individual effort and thus ignores the structural constraints
surrounding the individual, (p. 122). Oprah's "pull yourself up by your bootstraps"
reputation has proven her to be a woman who can rise to stardom as a self-made success.
Yet by focusing the spot1ight on the token's individual qualities, larger, systematic
constraints are left in the dark. In the Oprah example, we are blinded to the poverty,
racism, and oppression that still faces millions of other black women every day. Cloud's
final criterion is the intentional effort to make a spectacle of the token and their life, (p.
122). Numerous benefits, TV specials, interviews, and articles have all been used to
celebrate Oprah's life and career. Winfrey's very life thus becomes the quintessential
example of a successful black woman. Winfrey serves to demonstrate society does not
discriminate ... against anyone willing to work hard. Using Cloud's criteria, it is evident
that both Jordan and Molinari can be classified as tokens.
Jordan and Molinari as Tokens
Cloud' s framework can now be applied to the selection of Congresswoman
Barbara Jordan as keynote speaker for the Democratic National Convention, July 12,
1976. Cloud's first criterion, that the token must come from a disadvantaged group, is
made evident in many ways with Jordan. First, Jordan is the first black woman to deliver
a keynote address for the Democratic National Convention, (Heinemann, 1996). This fact
alone provides significant evidence that both women and blacks had not yet had this
opportunity, a clear disadvantage in politics. Further evidence of disadvantaged status can
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be found in Gertzog ( 1995) who comments on the integration of women into the House
of Representatives by saying, "Not all change occurring between 1978 and 1993 reflected
a more fully integrated House. Comments from several Black congresswomen described
dismissive or high-handed treatment by white male members," (p. 81). While Gertzog is
commenting on attitudinal and policy changes made after the 1976 convention, these
issues were addressed at the convention and help to demonstrate the feelings toward
women and/or minorities in the House. He further notes that "difficulties encountered by
African-American congresswomen were reflected in Maxine Waters' emphatic objection
to the white chairman who called her 'Maxine' after referring to everyone else by title,"
(p. 82). These facts add evidence to the argument that clearly, a black congresswoman in
1976 was not a part of the advantaged group in Congress; fulfilling Cloud's first criterion.
Cloud's second criteria, emphasizing that tokenism highlights individual efforts
and thus ignores the structural constraints surrounding the individual is equa11y evident in
the selection of Jordan. David Rosenbaum (1976) describes Jordan in an article
highlighting events at the convention by saying,
It is a classic American success story: A poor child of extraordinary intellect,
driven by parents who sought a better life for their offspring; an ambitious
student who turned to the study of law because it seemed to provide the key to
influences; a young politician who, not despairing after defeats in two attempts
for public office, was elected on the third try; a state senator and then a member
of Congress, who sought out an gradually won the confidence of the powerful and
who was not beneath compromising and making defils to win sowe of thflt power
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(p. L24).

This passage exemplifies Cloud's argument precisely. By highlighting an of Jordan's
individual success--her rags-to-riches pbenomena--other societal constraints are left in
the dark. Just as Cloud claims that with Winfrey, the constraints of racism, oppression,
and poverty are left unaddressed. Instead, we are forced to notice the determination and
stamina of Jordan as presented to us via the media.
Cloud's third criterion is that an intentional effort must be made to put the token
in the spotlight. "She was selected to give a keynote address to the Democratic National
Convention last night in part, to be sure, because she [was] black and a woman,"
(Rosenbaum, p. L24 ). Though this admission of token status is powerful commentary in
and of itself, Jordan's spotlight is further established by Sterba (1976) who comments on
the convention and Jordan's speech saying, "the price of Barbara Jordan buttons jumped
for $2 to $5 overnight," (p. Al). Finally, Rosenbaurn's article' s title most
comprehensively says it all: "Black Woman Keynoter," (1976, p. L24).
By establishing that Barbara Jordan did come from a disadvantaged group, noting
that only her individual success was highlighted and the structural constraints
surrounding her life have been left out, and evidencing the spotlight was turned on this
speaker during the convention of 1976, it is clear that Jordan meets all of Cloud's criteria
and can easily be considered a token.
In the same manner, Susan Molinari' s selection as keynote speaker at the
Republican National Convention in 1996 can be classified as an example of tokenism.
Again, Cloud's first criterion is that the token must come from a disadvantaged group. In
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the Republican Party, young, pro-choice, dual-career women are indeed a rarity. Though
membership in an "out-group" may not seem disadvantaged, in the world of politics,
where a majority passes legislation, it can be a hindrance.
Cloud's second criterion, that tokenism highlights individual efforts, is met by the
depiction that Molinari gained her success via individual efforts and hard work. In her
convention address, Molinari ( 1996) says her great grandfather "passed his passion for
hard work, and his faith in his family ... to his small son, who passed it on to my father
who passed it on to me," (p. 681). These individual instances force us to look at her selfmade distinction, ignoring the structural factors facing other women. Examples of this
include other prominent pro-choice party members who were not allowed to speak about
abortion at the convention. Hanna Rosin (1996, June 24) explains that women like
Jennifer Dunn, Deborah Pryce, and Sue Kelly were permitted to speak only because they
all agreed in advance not to mention abortion, (p. 9). In addition, The New York Times
(1996, September 15) reports not only do women have a hard time raising campaign
funds, but they often have problems breaking into politics in the first place, (p. A3). The
article adds, however, that "it is no accident that Susan Molinari has been successful.
Molinari was advantaged by having the support of a long-respected political family," (p.
A3 ). Yet, having support from a strong political family and the money to launch a
campaign is not all this wealth and privilege provides. Gertzog ( 1995) adds,
It would follow then, that congresswomen who were members of wealthy or

politically well-connected families, more easily than women whose families were
politically inert or without significant financial resources, ignored or coped well
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with the social and psychological penalties that are often the consequence of
nonconformity. In spite of gender role constraints, they sought and won national
office. Intimate exposure to politicians and wealth probably offset, if it did not
supersede, their status as females
(p. 40).
Nonetheless, these basic structural constraints, whether they be troubles raising campaign
funds or lack of political connections, that affect other, non-wealthy or politically
connected women, get ignored because of hype surrounding Molinari's individual
campaign performance.
Cloud's final criterion is that tokenism makes a spectacle of the token and her life.
Molinari has been made a token by the Republican Party using public relations, party
information, and the media. Molinari's face on the cover of Time magazine the week of
the convention is a prime example. Gruenwald ( 1996, August 17) notes that the Dole
campaign hoped that by giving women prominent roles at the convention, other women
would see the party as open and inclusive, clearly, a token gesture, (p. 2300).
The party portrayed Molinari as the typical "every woman" , who was happy to be
Republican, and more importantly, valued by Republicans. Her winning smile, adoring
husband, infant child, and committee work were all showcased to show how successful
and happy Molinari was. The New York Times (1996, August 24) explains that "on the
night of her address, the burbling infant daughter of Molinari was dangled relentlessly on
camera by her politician father and her politician grandfather" (p. Al5). Rosin (1996)
claims, "the Molinari baby serves as partisan currency, sending a very effective message
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through a very affable messenger that the house is family friendly," (p. 23). Yet, as The
New York Times article points out, "family values generally do not include using your

infant as a prop," (p. Al5).
Both Molinari and Jordan successfully meet the criteria established by Cloud's
work on tokenism. This unique pairing of a traditionally occupation-oriented label and
political strategy is ripe for analysis. By examining these rhetors as token speakers, the
stage is set to both broaden one avenue of communication research, and also help in
setting evaluative criteria for speakers in this rhetorical situation.
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The Creation of a Method
With a clear understanding of how a token can be created not only in the
workplace, but also in the larger political arena, a method must be applied to these tokens
to discover if they in fact are a part of a unique type of rhetorical discourse. To do this, a
number of different methods of criticism must be employed. There are, however, a
number of approaches that offer insight on using rhetorical criticism and the selection of
one perspective over the another must be addressed. Some scholars and critics choose
artifacts that are best illuminated and understood using one method of criticism and
working strictly within the bounds of that criticism to yield comprehensive and specific
results. There is, however, another approach that utilizes concepts from a number of
different critical perspectives and methods in order to best highlight aspects of more
multi-dimensional artifacts. While no one method is better per se than another, in the
case of this artifact, a multi-dimensional look at not only the speakers, but their
reception, their speeches, and their impact, the latter formula allows for a more
enlightening critique. For this reason, three forms of criticism will be consulted in order
to create a more comprehensive analysis. First, traditional criticism and methods that
have developed from this form of criticism will be used to analyze the context, content,
and reception of the speakers. Next, feminist criticism will be employed to address the
issues surrounding both women as members of an oppressed category, and finally,
generic criticism and its main directives will be used to help pinpoint the differences in
rhetorical situation that develop with token speakers.
Because these speakers, when grouped as one artifact, are part of a unique
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rhetorical situation due to the circumstances and strategies surrounding them, it is
necessary to select a form of criticism that allows the critic to examine thoroughly the
context in which the speaker was chosen, the content of the speech, and the reception of
the audience. Foss (1989) defines Neo-Aristotelian criticism as just such a method. Citing
Wilchens, she states,
The critic ...should deal with these elements: the speaker's personality, the public
character of the speaker or public's perception of the speaker, the audience, the
major ideas presented in the speech, the motives to which the speaker appealed,
the nature of the speaker's proofs, the speaker's judgment of human nature in the
audience, the arrangement of the speech, the speaker's mode of expression, the
speaker's method of speech preparations, the manner of delivery, and the effect of
the discourse on the immediate audience and its long term effects (p. 72).
Essentially, Foss describes traditional criticism, as a method that examines content,
context, and reception, and thus presents a framework best-suited for investigating the
style of these three rhetors. Therefore, it is necessary to examine a functional approach to
political communication theory as a means of employing traditional critical perspectives
in a fresh perspective.
Meadow ( 1980) tells of six main approaches to the examination of political
communication: systems, linguistic, symbolic, functional, organizational, and
environmental (p. 24 ). Meadow goes on to explain that the functional approach is very
useful because it defines politics as communication. Politics is "communicatory activity
considered political by virtue of its consequences, actual and potential, that is has for the
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functioning of the political system," (p. 25). Additionally, functional criticism examines
the role of communication and communications processes with respect to "the selection
of leaders, the definition of the political agenda, participation in decision-making,
receptivity to criticism, and socialization (only as end products to message exchange),"
(p. 26). Remembering Foss' (1989) explanation of Neo-Aristotelian criticism's tasks as
"reconstructing the context in which the rhetorical artifact occurred; analyzing the
artifact itself and assessing the impact of the artifact on the audience in light of the
various options available to the rhetor," (p. 75), functional political communication
theory seems decidedly similar. Functional political communication theory is a good
place to begin such a criticism because it recognizes important elements of the rhetorical
situation. Feminist criticism will prove useful here in more thoroughly addressing the
establishment and maintenance of such relationships.
Therefore, with an understanding of important elements of functional political
communication theory, the first task in the analysis of the three tokens can be met; an
analysis of the content, context, and reception of the speakers and their speeches. While
the theory behind this type of criticism is useful (to note the results of the rhetoric) and
the purpose is clear (to find those results through analysis of content, context, and
reception) the limits of functional political communication theory leave this method
incomplete in addressing the issues that surround the rhetorical artifact at hand. These
issues, however, can be overcome by looking further to feminist and generic criticism.
Context, content, and reception alone leave the critic without a means to highlight the
uniqueness of these rhetors in light of their token status. Thus, another form of criticism
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must be incorporated to encompass the societal implications of the women being
specifically selected to demonstrate the party ideas. Since tokenism claims that a token
must be chosen from an underprivileged group, (Cloud, 1996), feminist criticism presents
itself as an obvious approach.
Kramarae and Triechler (1985) define feminism as the belief that "men and
women should have equal opportunities for self-expression," (p. 160). Foss adds that
there are two basic assumptions that provide the underpinnings of feminist theory: "(1)
women's experiences are different than men's; and (2) women's voices are not heard in
language," (p. 152). Hart (1990) adds, "because patriarchy runs so deep in modem
society, virtually any message will bear its traces," (p. 413). It is this idea that supports
the need for a meld of theory to provide the framework for this analysis. Showalter
(1985) adds, from the perspective of literary feminist criticism
Whereas it had always been taken for granted that the representative reader,
writer, and critic of Western literature is male, feminist criticism has shown that
women readers and critics bring different perceptions and expectations to their
literary experience, and has insisted that women have also told the important
stories of our culture, (p. 3).
Showalter's perspective highlights the unique need Jordan and Molinari present as
rhetorical artifacts and as women. In order to both critic how the message was received
and the speaker disseminated that message, the critic must take on the feminist
perspective to account for the unique experience both rhetors bring to the situation. The
criticism of the speakers and the analysis of their style would be incomplete if, in
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examining the speakers as tokens, Hart's patriarchal traces were ignored or, more
importantly, the women's experiences were disregarded. Thus, the purpose of adding
feminist criticism to this method is to provide perspective on the analysis that includes
adequate interpretation of the artifact in order to assess the equality of the situation, its
message, and its effectiveness.
Chafetz ( 1988) says that a feminist theory is feminist if it can be used to
challenge, counteract, or change a status quo that disadvantages or devalues women, (p.
5). She further states, "Feminist theory seeks ultimately to understand the gendered
nature of virtually all social relations, institutions, and processes," (p. 5). In addition,
Dow (1990) gives further credence to why feminist criticism is especially heJpful in this
analysis of the creation of style by citing other perspectives that argue for "a resistant
reading through which discourse of the seemingly dominant ideology can be interpreted
as empowering for women," (p. 262).
Foss ( 1989) explores the many strategies that a feminist critic can and should use
to challenge the status quo. She asserts that the critic must ask several imperative
questions such as "Does the artifact describe how the world looks and feels to women or
men or both?" "How are femjninity and masculinity depicted in the rhetorical artifact?"
and "What does the rhetorical artifact suggest are the behaviors, concerns, issues, values,
qualities, and communication patterns of women and men apart from the society's
definition of gender?" (p. 155-156). Gilbert (1985) also addresses these issues by calling
for a " revisionary imperative" that forces both male and female critics to uncover those
things that have led to the cultural alienation of women (p. 31 ). A feminist critique,
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however, can be more complete than simply addressing an analysis of gender in the
artifact. Foss emphasizes that the feminist critic, like the traditional critic, also works to
discover the effects on the audience and the impact on rhetorical theory that the artifact
may have, (p. 156). Yet, there is one final perspective that is especially useful not only in
feminist criticism, but more importantly to this analysis of the two keynote speakers. Foss
claims "to discover how the analysis of the artifact can be used to alter that denigrating
gender role assigned to women and to help them live in new ways," is of great
importance in a feminist critique (p. 157). Berlant ( 1997) illustrates how this aspect of
criticism can work in her analysis of Anita Hill. She addresses the public reception of
such high profile cases and argues that they "expose the unsettled and unsettling relations
of sexuality and American citizenship" (p. 931 ). Berlant also adds that such cases also
say "volumes about the continued and linked virulence of racism, misogyny,
heterosexism, economic privilege, and politics in America," (p. 931). Perhaps this
discussion of how the artifact is used to improve women's lives wilJ become most
relevant to the current purposes and will, as Berlant has done in her work, help to
pinpoint areas of political communication that can be changed or remedied to better
reflect women.
While analyzing the content, context, and receptions of these speakers is
important and a feminist framework has additionally been added to account for an
analysis of an artifact that exemplifies the patriarchal strains facing women, there
remains one additional aspect of the method left to discuss. In order to determine
whether or not these token keynote speakers have in fact created their own style, genre
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criticism is useful. While genre criticism is typically used to demonstrate the need to
redefine or re-label a set of artifacts as their own genre, here, it will help in pinpointing
the consistencies in style of the two token speakers. There are not enough examples in
this analysis to provide evidence for the creation of a new genre, though, by using this
method, future research is enhanced by the possibility of such a genre Campbell and
Jamieson (1976) explain that '"rhetorical genre' refers to any distinctive and recurring
pattern of rhetorical practice. 'Rhetorical practice' is defined as any discourse or
symbolic act designed to influence others by modifying their beliefs, values, or attitudes,"
(p. 36). Generic criticism is rooted in the assumption that certain types of situations
provoke similar needs and expectation among audiences and thus call for particular kinds
of rhetoric, 11 (Foss, p. 111 ). She says that in generic criticism, artifacts are grouped
according to similarities (p. 111) and that a rhetorical genre is "a constellation, fusion, or
clustering of three different kinds of elements so that a unique kind of rhetorical artifact
is created, 11 (p. 111 ).
Foss (1989) demonstrates three main options for generic critics, including generic
description, generic participation, and generic application, (p. 114). While generic
participation, or a determining of which rhetorical artifacts participate in already created
genres, is useful, it does not apply to an analysis that leads to the creation ofa genre.
Additionally, generic application, using the description of the genre to evaluate particular
instances of the artifact, is not as integral as the use of Foss' category of generic
description, (pp. 114-118).
Generic description is an attempt by the critic to examine various rhetorical
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artifacts to see if a genre exists and involves four steps, (p. 114). The first of these steps
is to observe similarities in situations; next, the critic must collect rhetorical artifacts
occurring in similar situations; then the critic analyzes the artifacts to discover if they
share similar characteristics; and finally, the critic must formulate the organizing
principle of this new genre, (p. 114). While there are not necessarily enough examples to
warrant that tokens encompass their own genre of political speaking, this method of
criticism helps to distinguish that the token style is in fact different from other political
styles and perhaps sets the groundwork for the future creation of such a genre.
While Foss does provide a clear frame for generic method, Campbell and
Jamieson (1976) trace the progress of generic criticism, pointing out the difference
between deductive and inductive approaches to this form of criticism. Citing Zyskind, the
authors denote a deductive form in his approach, "the measurement of the text against a
pre-exiting model," (p. 16). Further, citing Windt, the pair add that a line of deductive
research of a genre "which synthesizes situational, substantive, and stylistic elements, and
justifies his classifications in terms of the illumination it provides of the behaviors of
apparently self-defeating persuaders of both ancient and contemporary times," (p. 17).
Campbell and Jamieson then explain that Hart (1990) adds to an understanding of
generic criticism by employing an inductive approach that surveys a variety of discourses
to "see if there are cluster of similar symbolic acts," (p. 17). Hart adds to this by arguing
that "generic patterns necessarily develop," (p. 187). Therefore, Hart lends evidence to
the case for genres and further lends credence to this analysis by adding that generic
patterns reveal societal truths, (p. 188).
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The generic critic examines message patterns in order to comment on the
universal as manifested in the particular. The generic critic looks for basic truths
about people by examining the sometimes modest, often indistinct, trends that
develop when they talk to one another. Thus, the "odd case," the text that breaks
the pattern, will be of particular interest, because it highlights the rationale
behind the generic formula exposed, (p. 188).
Hart's reasoning raises questions about the use of tokens in the political realm and
provides insight to revealing this societal truth and investigates its impact and
effectiveness on the audience. Finally, Hart adds that generic perceptions "affect
subsequent perceptions," (p. 188), giving the critic a need to investigate the implications
of using tokens and token style for the potential impact it may have on other rhetorical
artifacts and strategies. By choosing to reason from the small instance to the larger
picture, Jordan and Molinari, as examples, are more useful. In addition, since there are
only two artifacts being considered for their differences from the typical genre of
keynoting, deductive measurement and comparison to others is obviously difficult.
Therefore, using Hart's inductive questions to opt for generic description (Foss, 1989)
will prove most useful in this analysis.
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Analysis of the Artifacts
With a unique and multi-faceted framework established, it is now necessary to
apply this framework to the artifacts: Barbara Jordan and Susan Molinari's selection and
keynoting at their respective conventions. To begin, we examine the context, content, and
reception of the speeches. According to Foss (1989) the first task of the traditional critic
involves "reconstructing the context in which the rhetorical artifact occurred," (p. 75).
The context of Jordan's speech involves three key points, the first being her then current
fame as the noteworthy speaker during the house Judiciary Committee's impeachment
hearings two years prior, (Time, July 12, 1976). This acclaim earned Jordan a position as
a rising star in the party and as a speaker.
A second factor important to an analysis of Jordan's selection as speaker is simply
the time frame. It was 1976, a period in history where minorities and women were
struggling for not only acceptance, but also a voice in government and politics. With the
1968 Chicago Democratic National Convention, (known for being upstaged by
protestors) behind them, Democrats were working for a new image. Bode (1976) adds
that such an image comes from perfect control of the convention, saying, "no fights are
being permitted," (p. 9). Aside from shedding the image of protestors from years before,
the Democratic convention in 1976 had other problems to address as well: Carter was by
no means the favorite. Bode states, "Other signs of disquietude not evident from the
platform or on the floor were also expressed in pre-convention opinions handed over by
the delegates to the networks. More than 700 delegates, for example, told CBS that they
would not cast their vote for the party's all-but-certain nominee," (1976, p. 11). In
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addition, Farr's (1976) description of the troubling fight over the need for passage of the
ERA adds to the frre of 1976.
Third, in conjunction with the political atmosphere in relation to women and
minorities, President Carter had problems with the party specifically related to the
inclusion of women and minorities. According to Shanahan ( 1976) prior to the
convention, women and minority delegates threatened a fight on the convention floor
"over rules concerning the participation of women at the 1980 convention," (p. Al). In
addition to pacifying female party constituents and delegates, Carter also needed to take
advantage of the political opportunity that Nixon's scandal presented to the democrats.
Naughton (1976) addresses this by analyzing the atmosphere at the convention, saying,
The Carter camp was encouraging a mood akin to that of the nation's Bicentennial
eight days earlier--not so much a drama as a celebration, a restorative to succeed
the purgatives of the recent past, an echo of the appeal for trust and comity with
which Mr. Carter devastated his rivals, (p. L24).
Therefore, with so many different groups to cater to (dissatisfied delegates,
women, minorities) the 1976 Democratic convention was the perfect place to attempt to
satisfy the need for inclusion of these groups (thus appropriating the use of Jordan as a
"token" speaker).
With these themes, it is clear to see that Jordan's selection successfully fulfilled all the
current needs of the party: she was a popular speaker and well-liked at the time; she was
a woman and a minority and could thus proved herself as Carter's marker to the angry
delegates in regard to change for the 1980 convention; and finally, the style of the
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speaker and her words were that of a celebratory nature, not those of a typical keynote
address, (Thompson, 1979). While the style of her words are indeed a part of content
analysis rather than context, the prior knowledge that Jordan's style is celebratory in
nature gives credence to the notion that the context in which she was chosen included a
hope for her style to impact as celebratory.
The next step in this method is to examine the content of the speech itself.
Jordan's address has been the subject of many scholarly inquiries because of its great
I

rhetorical impact and sheer noteworthiness. However, there are several key points in the
speech that support Jordan's role as token and highlight her goals. She opens her address
as follows:
One hundred and forty-four years ago, members of the Democratic Party
first met in convention to select a presidential candidate. Since that time,
Democrats have continued to convene once every four years and draft a
party platform and nominate a presidential candidate. And our meeting
this week is a continuation of that tradition.
But there is something different about tonight. There is something special
about tonight. What is different? What is special? I, Barbara Jordan, am a
keynote speaker, (Jordan, p. 645).
Campbell and Jamieson (1976) argue that one of the most notable aspects of Jordan's
address is a rhetorical form cal1ed "enactment", which the speaker "incarnates the
argument, is the proof of the truth of what is said," (p. 9). This enactment is better seen
when Jordan later says,
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A lot of years passed since 1832, and during that time it would have been most
unusual for any national political party to ask that a Barbara Jordan deliver a
keynote address ... but tonight here I am. And 1 feel that notwithstanding the past
that my presence here is one additional bit of evidence that the American Dream
need not forever be deferred, (p. 645).
Jordan clearly notes that she is what she is talking about in her address: a part of
American society, and that she exemplifies what the Democratic Party was supporting:
'

unity. The use of enactment and by constantly referring to herself not as the obvious (a
black woman), but rather as a "Barbara Jordan" , Jordan highlights the fact that we are to
take notice of her selection as speaker.
The topical content of Jordan's address is equally important as the way she
enacted her claims. The speech, according to Thompson ( 1979) recognizes the typical
role of keynoter and addresses it.
The occasion itself--the introduction of someone as keynote speaker; ... --creates a
presumption among observers that the expected role is going to be fulfilled. Miss
Jordan took positive steps to insure favorable perceptions.In saying, 'I could easily
spend this time praising the accomplishments of the is party and attacking the
Republicans but I don't choose to do that,' she showed an awareness of the content
of the typical address... the Congresswoman had indicated her full understanding
of her expected role, but she also had forecast a different manner of fulfillment
than the usual combination of self-praise and biting attack, (Thompson, p. 274).
Thompson demonstrates that the general content of Jordan's speech was unlike
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typical keynote addresses: it did not attack the other party. Jordan's speech instead
praised her own party and highlighted the deeds of the party as the reasons for voting
Democratic. This strategy included her comments toward the unity of the nation and the
practicality of the Democratic Party as demonstrated by her words, "we are a party of
innovation. We do not reject our traditions, but we are willing to adapt to changing
circumstances, when change we must. We are willing to suffer the discomfort of change
in order to achieve a better future," (p. 645). Such strong rhetorical choices point to
Jordan's success at the convention.
Finally, Jordan's constant references to "national community" and "common
spirit" clearly, through her role enactment, show the Democratic Party as inclusive of all;
even minorities and women. Jordan's rhetoric lends itself to proof that the Democratic
Party was trying to lead by example.
Content, however is better understood with the final aspect of traditional
criticism: reception. Foss (1989) explains that the critic must examine the impact the
artifact had on its audience. This step is modified, however, when using the lens of
functional political communication theory. Meadow (1980) reminds the critic that
politics is defined as "communicatory activity considered political by virtue of its
consequences," (p. 25). This is important to this analysis because it can be argued that the

consequences of the rhetoric in question can be seen how its audiences receive it.
Meadow further notes that functional political communication theory is flawed in that it
uses a result-oriented approach only as opposed to an approach that includes all aspects
of the rhetoric. Including the use of generic criticism, however, amends this flaw, and
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feminist criticism in order to address those issues left behind by simply using a results
analysis. In addition, this flaw is useful in this analysis since reception is key in the later
measure of effectiveness of both speakers.
Jordan's reception is remarkable. A measure of commentary from popular press
demonstrates that Jordan was, to put it simply, very well received. Rosenbaum (1976) relives the evening by saying, "it was stunning. The words had rolled from her lips in that
formal speaking voice of hers, like a Shakespearean actor... 'as if the gates of heaven had
opened'," (p. 1). Sterba (1976) adds that the convention-goers loved Jordan, "instantly
adoring her," (p. L24). Additionally, Thompson (1979) cites a Harris Survey that showed
"that 54% [of the voting population] responded positively and only 9% negatively," (p.
272). Naughton (1976) describes the experience as "exuberant hoopla over Barbara
Jordan," (p. L24). Finally, Sterba (1976) adds, "The price of Barbara Jordan buttons
jumped from $2 to $5 overnight," (p. Al).
These comments and reviews of the Jordan's speech help to mark audience
reception as favorable. In fact, many reviewed her speech as history setting (Campbell &
Jamieson, 1976; Rosenbaum, 1976; Thompson, 1979). Additionally, critics noted that the
turmoil over delegation rules for women and other problems Carter was facing were
pushed to the back burner with Jordan's stellar presentation. Clearly, reception of this
speaker is so memorable that it becomes part of the artifact.
There are other ways that Jordan could have been received, however, as will be
evident in this traditional analysis of Susan Molinari, keynote speaker for the 1996
Republican National Convention. The context in which Molinari was chosen was more
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publicly critiqued (as will be demonstrated) than that of Jordan, though both were equally
deliberate. A measure of Carter' s and Dole' s specific motives for selecting their keynote
speakers would help to demonstrate the deliberateness of their actions, however, such a
method would also be tedious and irrelevant, given that popular press does such analysis
for the public. The public analysis of the issues surrounding each convention, reflected
through press and commentary, helps to fit the qualities exhibited in both Molinari and
Jordan with the qualities apparently needed (once again, according to popular press) to
make the conventions successful. One of the main problems the Republican Party was
facing at the time of the convention was a gender gap in voters. Kalb (1996, October 26)
cites the polling information as showing "Clinton's lead among women voters to be so
large--from roughly 20 percentage points to as many as 30 percentage points--tbat his
duel with Dole among men might ultimately be beside the point," (p. 1085). Hannah
Rosin (1996, June 24) explains that after a meeting of Republican Congresswomen
addressing the gender gap, Representatives Tillie Fowler and Jennifer Dunn responded by
saying, "I think we've gotten a bum rap... We're not an uncaring, unfeeling party. I think
we can tell the story of what our party is trying to do, a softer edge to the conservative
message," (p. 26). Stark (1996, July) adds that the gender gap influences more than
selection of speakers, claiming "the gap is responsible for much of the changing
ideological orientation of both parties-and the outcome of elections and the direction of
government policy," (p. 72). Clearly, the gender gap is one glaring issue that needed to be
addressed at the time of Molinari's selection. Conniff ( 1996), however, argues that the
gap was not the only problem.
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The problem is bigger than the obvious rift over the radical anti-abortion plank in
the platform. The cultural message of the party--including the rhetoric that went
over so poorly at the Houston convention in 1992 attacking single mothers and
modem immorality-plays particularly badly with women. Polls also show that
women are leery of deep budget cuts, and for some reason are just not drawn to
Bob Dole ...(p. 20).
Conniff further addresses these issues by saying, "If the Republicans are having a hard
time making a good impression on women, Republican women who are used to ' wearing
the pants' --well-educated, pro-choice professionals--are having an equally hard time
relating to their party," (p. 20).
A second related problem the Republican Party was facing at convention time
was the political stance of the party: should they stay conservative and right-winged or
should they move to the middle as the Democrats were doing? At the heart of thi s issue
was abortion.
Gruenwald (1996, August 17) notes that "observers and even some Republicans
say Dole's opposition to abortion and the perception some women have that the party is
intolerant on the issue have been key contributors to his problems in appealing to women
voters," (p. 2300). Additionally, she adds, "the rigidity with which the Republican Party
has conducted itself has set a tone that many women don' t care for," (p. 2301 ).
These issues led to an overarching problem within the Republican Party at the
time of the convention: lack of unity. Rogers ( 1996) even notes that Dole came out in an
attempt to unify the party's extremes (specifically regarding abortion) by "urging
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tolerance for differing views," (p. 56). In addition, Alterman (1996, August 26) adds that
the Republicans are having inter-party troubles, " their very status as the majority party
appears to be too much for them to handle," (p. 6). These problems, when grouped
together, posed quite a dilemma for Dole in his campaign for the Presidency. Not only
did he have to capture women' s votes from Clinton, but he had to do it without upsetting
the Republican vote as well. Thus, the selection of Molinari seemed obvious.
Gruenwald (1996, August 17) pointed out the underpinnings of Dole's efforts by
saying, " the Dole campaign seems to be hoping that giving women prominent roles at the
convention will lead women to see the Republican party as open and inclusive," (p.
2300). Additionally, Rogers ( 1996) adds, "Molinari, a moderate who supports a woman 's
right to abortion, will have to pick her words carefully. By choosing a young, telegenic
woman to set the convention's tone, Dole is apparently gambling that he can narrow the
so-called gender gap in the November election," (p. 55).
Known for her pro-choice position and alliances with Newt Gingrich, Molinari's
selection in and of itself was a big move for Dole. Seelye (1996, July 16) claims,

Mr. Dole used the Molinari announcement as a stepping-off point to talk about
his record of appointing women. ' Keep in mind,' he said, ' I appointed the first
woman secretary of the senate in the history of the Senate, the first chief of staff
was a woman in my organization. I've been living with a Cabinet member', (p.
A15).
Though the selection appeared to be targeted toward the gender-gap, Molinari
fulfilled multiple purposes, including that of pro-choicers who needed to be wooed.
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Hicks ( 1996, July 17) postures that "many politicians speculated that Ms. Molinari had
been selected principally because of her longstanding support for abortion rights," (p.
D21 ). Dole was even quoted as saying that the selection made "a big statement" both
about abortion, an issue that has been bedeviling his campaign, and about women,
(Seelye, 1996, July 16, p. A15). Newsweek, (1996, August 19) even adds, "she's a
moderate, especially on abortion, ... but that's why Dole asked her to be his keynote
speaker," (p. 46).
Furthennore, many popular press writers point out the strong differences in the
party: specifically the traditional right wing conservatism of Pat Buchanon versus the
new moderate appeal of those supporting "women's issues", (Alterman, 1996; Conniff,
1996; Gruenwald, 1996; Stone, 1996). Ms. Molinari was also chosen because of she
could help address this split in the party because of her alliances with Speaker Newt
Gingrich. Baker (1996) highlights this by saying, "for one thing, Molinari's perceived
moderation bears little resemblance to her voting record, which matches Gingrich's 91
percent of the time," (p. 20). Furthermore, Nagourney ( 1996, July 16) adds, "she has
managed to cobble together a political resume that allows her at one moment to stump
the country in favor of Speaker Newt Gingrich's Contract with America, and at another
present herself as a leader among the nation's Republican women for abortion rights," (p.
A 15). Thus, Molinari's selection proves helpful in trying to unify two separate ends of the
ideologically broadening party.
The context of Molinari's selection is clear: gender gap issues, including
identification with women voters; abortion platforms; and party unity were the problems
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Bob Dole needed to address Susan Molinari was an obvious choice. The traditional
analysis of this rhetor, however, does not end there. The second plank in this method is to
address the content ofMolinari's presentation.
Molinari's speech was not as dynamic or as eloquent as Jordan's was, though
Molinari, unlike Jordan, was not renowned as an orator. She opens her presentation by
poking fun at Vice Presidential nominee, Jack Kemp. She then adds, "I was honored
when Bob Dole asked me to give tonight's keynote speech, and I have some good news.
Thjs speech is a lot like a Bill Clinton promise. It won't last long and it will sound like a
Republican talking," (1996, p. 681). Certainly, the difference in the two women as
speakers becomes obvious as Molinari does exactly the opposite of Jordan, and remains,
as Thompson ( 1979) would argue, true to the form of a typical keynoter. Her first words
are a pointed attack on the other party. Throughout Molinari's address, she continues to
use thls strategy, saying,
We know people are having trouble just staying afloat, and it's easy to see why.
Bill Clinton passed the largest tax increase in mstory, and now Americans pay
almost 40 cents of every dollar they earn in taxes, the most ever.... Under Bill
Clinton, Medicare will be bankrupt in less than five years. But this president
would rather play politics than muster the political courage to rescue it. ...Have
you forgotten that Bill Clinton promised a middle-class tax cut and then passed
the largest tax increase in American History? Have you forgotten that Bill Clinton
promised to balance the budget first in five years, then ten, then nine, then seven,
only to veto the first balanced budget in 25 years? Americans know that Bill
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Clinton's promises have the life span of a Big Mac on Air Force One, (1996, p.
681-682).
Clearly, Molinari selected this strategy as a means to boost the image of Bob Dole versus
her tainted image of Bill Clinton. This content is quite different from Jordan, in that
Jordan chose instead to bolster the image of her party by specifically drawing attention
not to the downfalls of the other party, but rather to the success of the Democratic Party.
The content ofMolinari's speech proves interesting in another aspect as well.
Nowhere in her address does she mention her pro-choice position and only briefly does
she address the working women the Republicans were targeting by saying,
I don't know a mom today who isn't being stretched to her limit trying to hold
down a job while trying to hold down the fort at home, too. How many times have
we said to ourselves there just aren't enough hours in the day, and the truth is,
there aren't. ... Well, Republicans can't promise you any more hours in a day, but
we can help you spend more hours at home with your family, (1996, p. 681).
The rest ofMolinari's address focuses specifically on the family values portion of the
party platform. In other words, Molinari spends very little time speaking on the issues
that she supports; the very reasons she was selected. This problem did not go unnoticed
in the press.
The final aspect of a traditional analysis includes a look at the reception of the
speaker. While no reports were made about the immediate audience suddenly toting
Susan Molinari buttons at increased prices, many took notice of her "family values".
Dowd (1996, August 15) claims, "Susan Molinari, the Congressional Katie Courie, saw it
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as her duty to literally make the G.O.P. the Mommy party. But family values do not
include turning your infant into a prop," (p. A27). Other columnists also commented on
the use of her baby as a part of her presentation, saying "Susan Molinari's constant
exploitation of her poor baby on camera came from the Kathie Lee playbook," ( 1996,
August 17), and "Keynoter Susan Molinari deserved a gentlewoman's C for a sunny
presentation, made memorable by TV s cutaway shots to her baby," (1996, August 19),
and finally, "They oohed at the sight of Ms. Molinari's baby on the lap of her husband,
Representative Bill Paxon," (Hicks, 1996, August 14, p. A18).
While many critiqued Molinari for this added "prop" in her performance, her
performance, with or without the prop was not entirely well received. Martha Friendly, a
concerned voter, expressed her opinion in a letter to the editor in the New York Times
arguing,
Although it was intended to close the gender gap, reach out to minorities and
soften the G.O.P.'s harsh image, Representative Susan Molinari's address in San
Diego showed how out of touch the Republicans really are. Many parents don't
have the option of'letting go of that small hand' at the kindergarten door; under
funded education budgets in low-income communities mean that children may
not have access to kindergarten," (1996, August 18, p. 014).
Additionally, the press responded quite harshly to the fact that while Molinari may have
been chosen for her pro-choice perspective, neither she nor anyone else at the convention
made mention of it. Stone (1996, November) claims, "everyone who mattered had been
fixed ... the conscience of the party, the likes of Christine Todd Whitman, were fixed by
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being allowed to appear each and everyday on the floor and by the assurance that lady
like behavior will make her political fortune one leap year down the road," (p. 65).
Additionally, Rosin (1996, September 2) says, listing the names of pro-choice
congresswomen speaking, "Susan Molinari, Jennfier Dunn, Deborah Price, Sue
Kelly ... but the women were permitted to speak only because they all agreed in advance
not to mention the a-word," (p. 10). Rosin claims the reason for this was that speakers
were all assigned a topic to speak on, recognizing that "off limits were abortion and the
call to deny birthright citizenship to the children of illegal aliens," (p. 10). Rosin quotes
Republican Party Chairman Haley Barbour who said, "We're not going to let people talk
about whatever it is they feel like talking about," (p . 10).
This kind of reception in the press, like Jordan, adds quite substantially to the
artifact itself Molinari's effectiveness is easily measured in whether or not the audience
"bought" her presentation. Clearly, with claims of being fixed and argumentative
commentary on her lack of understanding of low-income families, Molinari's audience
was not convinced, nor was she well received.
The final aspect of this traditional perspective is to note its continuing
relationship with functional political communication theory. Returning to Meadow
(1980), the virtue of the consequences ofMolinari's address must be considered,
remembering that this branch of political theory is a result-oriented approach. Clearly,
the results were political, the consequences of Molinari's decision to speak based not on
her characteristics but rather on the characteristics of the party, can be better measured in
a later evaluation of effectiveness. The result of Molinari's speech, however, is apparent
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here. Since she was not well received and the strategies she and the party employed were
criticized in the press, the desired effect did not take place. The gender gap, according to
Kalb ( 1996) was still approximately 20 percentage points at the time of the election,
showing that the primary problem the Republicans hoped to solve with Molinari was,
instead, left unresolved.
Having reviewed the artifacts from the perspective of traditional criticism and its
adjunct method, functional political theory, the feminist perspective must now be
accounted for. Following Chafetz ( 1988) who claims, "feminist theory seeks ultimately to
understand the gendered nature of virtually all social relations, institutions, and
processes," (p. 5), the two speakers are analyzed from a feminist perspective simply
because of the reasoning behind their selection. The selection of both women, as
previously evidenced, was deliberately gendered. The parties in question were hoping
that the presence of a woman at the podium would project a certain image and ideology
about women. Had Jordan and Molinari's selection been publicly upheld as one specific
to issues not concerning women, or if the numbers and levels of effectiveness of both
women and men in our government were equal, or women were in the majority, the
selection might not be considered gendered, but that is not the case.
Since Chafetz adds to her description that feminism seeks to also understand the
gendered nature of the processes of, in this case, politics, this analysis can further be seen
as feminist. While the institution of politics might also be critiqued as not without
gender-biased inequities, the process described in this analysis is perhaps more
worthwhile. The actions taken to secure the institution of politics, or the process, can be
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seen as the root of the problem and the place where change can more easily be enacted.
The two women, as previously stated, were selected not only because of their gender, but
also because of the issues they supported. Jordan addressed issues of unity and
community, themes that rhetorically can be continually associated with feminism.
Molinari addressed themes typically associated with feminism more specifically and in
regard to policy: family values (taxing advantages). The selection of these women for
both their gender and the issues they support is essential to note when creating a feminist
reading of the artifacts.
Perhaps the most integral aspect of this feminist perspective worth noting is
directly relevant to Foss' (1989) introductory premises on feminist critiques, "women's
voices are not heard in language," (p. 413). While there are many ways to define and
pinpoint the use of the term "voice" both tangibly and intangibly, both Molinari and
Jordan present artifacts that quite literally address this issue. The case is specific when
noting that speakers at the 1996 Republican Convention were kept on a tight leash,
(Rosin, p. 10). Because Molinari and others were denied any discussion of abortion at the
convention, they were, quite literally, restricted from using their voices to address this
strongly gendered issue. In Jordan's case, the restriction is less literal, and perhaps more
self-imposed. Jordan never once refers to herself as a black woman, but rather, creates a
new category, "the Barbara Jordans" of the world. This enactment does clearly draw
attention to her race and gender, but this attention is more powerful and positive because
Jordan makes it her own. While there is no evidence as to whether or not Democratic
organizers asked Jordan to employ this strategy or whether Jordan selected this method
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herself, its impact is worth noting and equally effective regardless of whose choice it
was. If it was imposed on Jordan, it is a quite literal silencing of a voice. When the rhetor
is not allowed to employ strategy or choices of their own, those choices are effectively
silenced in lieu of the strategies those selecting the rhetor wish to impose. If Jordan
selected the method herself, she has effectively drawn attention to the silencing of voices
that is continually occurring and allows for her strategy to prevail. By enacting this
unheard voice, Jordan better addresses the issue.
It is necessary to understand that a feminist reading allows itself to be
incorporated in other forms of critique. Therefore, a complete analysis of content,
context, and reception has allowed for the pinpointing of the feminist implications in
these artifacts. Foss (1989), however, does give direction to critics who are drawing a
feminist reading out of other forms of criticism. Answering such questions as "Does the
artifact describe how the world looks and fe.e ls to women or men or both?" (p. 155-156)
allows for a more in depth feminist analysis of this artifact. Therefore, such questions
must be answered.
First, both artifacts clearly describe how the world looks and feels to women in
particular, and perhaps in Jordan's case, both women and men. Molinari's brief comments
to working mothers, while not nearly what was expected in quantity, did provide a
quality perspective of the working mother, by describing how the world looks and feels
to those women, rather than describing sanitized images of a culturally created archetype.
Jordan, by describing a country with more community connectedness in effect describes
what the nation was not at that time, effectively showing how the world looked and felt
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to both men and women.
Foss' second question is "how are femininity and masculinity depicted in the
rhetorical artifact?" (p. 155-156). Molinari, or rather, the selection of Molinari, was
intended to depict femininity as an avenue that includes working, success, and family. In
this instance, however, her neglect of further commentary of working mothers and her
representation of women in America left her depiction of femininity severely limited.
Had Molinari spent more time explaining her personal time limitations, economic
strains, and any changes she had to endure as a working mother, she would have more
successfully enacted the role of working mother, allowing identification with her to be
stronger. Jordan, once again, encompassed a comprehensive perspective, not dividing her
remarks along gender lines, but rather around the human condition.
Third, the critic must ask, "What does the rhetorical artifact suggest are the
behaviors, concerns, issues, values, qualities, and communication patterns of women and
men apart from the society's definition of gender?" (p. 155-156). Molinari quite
specifically directed homelife and child rearing to the mother, enhancing the segregation
she was selected to disprove. This is because she chose to tow the party line in her
presentation. ln discussing the Homemaker IRA Bill proposed by Kay Bailey Hutchinson,
a bill that would give families with one spouse at home the opportunity to donate up to
$4000 to an IRA, Rosin ( 1996, June 24) claims, "It's not hard to read the coded message
here.. ..Hutchinson chose to reward the long-neglected homemaker who works to 'rear the
children and manage the household'," (p. 49). These distinctions in gender roles were not
transgressed in Molinari's presentation, which still emphasized " women's work" as
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mothering.
Jordan, however, spent some time discussing human qualities, and standards of
living all citizens deserved. Her words, "but this is the great danger American faces. That
we will cease to be one nation and become instead a collection of interest groups: city
against suburb, region against region, individual against individual. Each seeking to
satisfy private wants," (1976, p. 646), exemplify this idea.
Finally, Foss (1989) claims that an extremely important purpose of feminist
criticism is "to discover how the analysis of the artifact can be used to alter the
denigrating gender role assigned to women and to help them live in new ways," (p. 157).
This is exactly what analysis of these two artifacts can provide. By examining the
selection of the women as tokens, and further analyzing their rhetorical strategies in
regard to content, context, and reception, the results can be examined to determine both a
level of effectiveness, but more importantly, a level of awareness of such strategic forms
of speaking. To help in this altering of the "role assigned to women and to help them live
in new ways," generic criticism' s method of investigating the artifacts to allow for the
critic to view these strategies as specific to a genre of political speaking (token style) is
applied. With these generic traits identified, further research can be done specific to the
altering of women's roles and the use of tokens as beneficial instruments of change.
Though Foss ( 1989) describes three main forms of generic criticism, the most
applicable element in reference to these artifacts is generic description, an attempt to see
if a genre exists. Foss mentions four steps that must be applied, beginning with observing
similarities in rhetorical situations, (p. 114). These similarities are noted on the basic
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level. Both Jordan and Molinari are women politicians, selected as tokens by their
parties. Additionally, both were keynoters in a time of party turmoil. Carter was suffering
severe backlash from female delegates in regard to their participation in future
conventions; Dole had a huge gender gap and party split to remedy.
The next step in generic description is that the critic must collect rhetorical
artifacts occurring in situations similar to the one being investigated (p. 114). The
artifacts in this particular criticism include not only Jordan' s words and media response
to her selection and presentation, but also Molinari' s as a supplemental artifact. Two
speeches and the rhetoric surrounding them, however, are not enough to incur enough
evidence for a new genre, but the method behind the creation of a new genre proves
effective in comparing the two speeches. If only one speech was addressed, finding
specific irregularities in keynote style may prove difficult, whereas in fact, the
circumstances surrounding the speeches have more in common, allowing the two
presentations to be compared and contrasted. Next, the critic analyzes the artifacts to
discover if they share similar characteristics, (p. 114). These characteristics include not
only those mentioned in regard to the basic similarities and features of their selection, but
also, and perhaps uniquely, those characteristics that are similar in the options available
to these two speakers.
Both women, having been selected in the same manner and under similar
circumstances, were presented with the same sort of options and strategic choices in their
presentations. While the women did choose differently, their array of choices was the
same. Either woman could have chosen to not perform as expected and instead taken
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advantage of the opportunity to address the convention as a token, aware of the weight of
any message they send. Jordan enacted this strategy. Instead of dismissing the amazing
reality that she was the first black woman to ever address the Democratic National
Convention, she instead called attention to it and proclaimed the Democratic Party the
party that allows "Barbara Jordans" to speak. Molinari did not choose to do this. Instead,
she did not once acknowledge the fact that she, a pro-choice Republican, was chosen to
speak at a convention where the candidate had a severe need to reach women. Instead,
she let the power and potential of enactment pass by her by simply toting the party line
and performing as instructed by the party. These choices were made individually, but
they were available collectively, or rather, to any speaker who is chosen under these
circumstances; to any speaker who is a token.
Foss' (1989) final step in utilizing generic description is that the critic must
formulate the organizing principle ohhis new genre, (p. 114). This, ironically, is
especially clear given the differences in these two tokens. The two separate cases show
that a token speaker is forced to move within boundaries that are different and more
pressing than those of a typical keynoter. The pressure of the choices; including whether
or not as a speaker, one should fully enact one' s status and make the most powerful
message possible (or, perhaps, diminish the power of one' s message), or whether or not
to dismiss one' s selection and its noteworthiness in lieu of pronouncing the party
platform as most important. A typical keynoter is not burdened with this choice because
he or she is not only chosen under the dissimilar pressures to fulfill so many needs at
once, but also has the luxury of not having been selected because of physical differences
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or abilities. Enactment of one' s status, however, is a difficult choice and one, which leads
to a variety of opportunities and levels of effectiveness. As Hart (1990) explains, the
generic critic has a need to investigate the implications of using tokens and token style
for the potential impact it may have on other rhetorical artifacts and strategies, (p. 188).
Therefore, a more in depth look at which token's strategy was more effective is
necessary.
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A Measure of Effectiveness and Its Implications
First, in order to evaluate how/why the speakers they were received as they were,
one important element of their style must be noted. Jordan, throughout her speech
consistently refers to community, people, Americans, we, (totaling over 99 times): terms
of collectivity and togetherness. Thus, by addressing the entire nation as one, Jordan is
able to address through the message of her speech the problems of one group of people:
Americans. This is perhaps one reason why her speech was so welJ received among the
public and the press.
Molinari, however, choose a different strategy. She segregated groups in her
speech using words like people my age, mom, women and children, young couple,
parents', grandparents': words that split the population into categories. Within the text of
her speech she addresses these categories separately, speaking on Medicare issues, "so
people can stop worrying about their parents' and grandparents' health and security," (p.
682). She addresses women and children separately often, saying
We worked closely together to produce legislation that gave women and children
strong new protections against sexual predators ... We are a generous people, but
when a welfare system traps millions of children in poverty and dependency, ... He
asked me to work with him to stem the growing trend of crimes toward women
and children ...So, I leave you with one last wish I have for my child and for every
child, (p. 681-683).
Molinari presents herself with a difficulty. By segregating her audience into so many
separate groups (rather than "Americans" as Jordan does) she presents herself with too
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many problems to solve for, too many interests. This strategy could have led to many of
the criticisms ofMolinari's presentation that were described earlier.
Therefore, one measure of the effectiveness of a keynoter, specifically a token,
regardless of how they have chosen to use their status, is not to segregate in their
presentation. There are many things taking place when tokens speak including; analysis
of their chosen issues (as has been evidenced, the press preempts their presentation with
commentary as to why they were chosen); enactment of their role; and measure of their
message. If speakers choose to segregate their message, and/or present solutions to a
huge variety of group and problems, it clouds their presentation and does not allow for a
favorable impression on the audience.
In addition to measurement of message content and enactment of their role, the

token speaker is also faced with two audiences. The first is the political audience to
whom they are speaking. This includes the candidate, delegates, and convention-goers
loyal to the party (when the token is a keynote speaker). The second audience the token is
addressing is the at-large voting populace. This presents an interesting paradox. While
the token may be seen as effective in the party's eyes (the first audience), they could be
seen as ineffective in the public's eyes (the second audience). Such is the case with
Molinari. She did exactly as the Republicans wanted her to do: she did not mention
abortion and she stuck to the party platform, regardless of those issues within the
platform she disagreed with. Rogers (1996, August 5) adds
Not surprisingly then, Molinari, a Catholic, vows not even to mention the divisive
A-word during her 10-minute prime-time speech on August 13. '[Republicans]
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have had an open and honest debate over abortion,' she says.' I'm not sure at a
convention what purpose it serves to bring up', (p. 56).
This deemed her effective to Dole and his staff. An interesting note, however, is to
wonder how much of Motinari's presentation was to be created by the press? The fact
that she did not mention those issues she was specifically selected for may not be as
relevant as the fact that Dole and others may not have needed her to. A potential
Republican strategy could have counted on the media analysis of Molinari before the
convention to address abortion and other touchy issues, therefore, Molinari would not
have to mention them. While this strategy may have worked for the Republicans
(abortion stays off the podium, yet the public is aware ofMolinari's position as a prochoice Republican) it did not impress the public because she did not acknowledge her
own beliefs or reasons for selection. She was deemed ineffective by press and by the
voting public at large. There is further evidence that Molinari did not act on her token
status, but rather denied herself that opportunity by insisting on speaking the party line.
Nagoumey (1996, July 16) quotes Molinari as saying, when asked what she would decide
to speak on, "I think Senator Dole binds the wounds in this party. There's no doubt that
this is a man who has the capacity, the vision and really has the heart to bind these people
together," (p. A15). Clearly, Molinari from the start had no intentions of serving the party
with disfavor and breaking the rules that silenced her and other women from speaking on
subjects not part of the platform.
Jordan was effective for her party by doing what was expected, she raised the
morale of the delegates and the convention by praising the Democratic Party.
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Additionally, press covered Jordan as the rising star and eloquent speaker known from
the Nixon hearings, rather than Molinari's critics, who deemed her just an attempt by the
Republicans to make amends with women. Such different pre-game coverage by the
media of the two women may have influenced whether or not they needed to act on their
status. Acknowledging her token status (the "Barbara Jordans" of the world) benefited the
Democrats because she went on to say that the Democratic Party was the inclusive party
that allowed her to speak. Jordan, however, did what Molinari could not, she also
impressed the public. She was deemed effective on both fronts, enacting the views and
need for inclusiveness the voting populous desired as well. This success comes from
Jordan' s willingness to acknowledge her token status and chose to enact that status and
make strategy choices her own, rather than those dictated for her.
This two-tiered measure of effectiveness proves unique to token speakers. Such
speakers walk a fine line in choosing to enact their status or decline their token selection.
Because they have two audiences to cater to, they can be effective on one front and
ineffective on another. But, most notable about this scenario is, that while Molinari
satisfied her party, she left the public wanting, which, in the later polls, hurt the
Republican Party. Therefore, this analysis also shows that satisfying the voting populace
should be of primary concern, satisfying the party, secondary. So, in selecting a strategy,
the token speaker must put the desires and concerns of the voters first, and negotiate the
needs that the party wants fulfilled second. By doing this, the token may see short term
dissatisfaction in the eyes of the party, but the long term results garnered from satisfying
the voting public are more worthwhile.
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There is one further implication that such token situations create. That is, how
does a speaker' s fulfillment of the criteria used to measure token status affect their
effectiveness? Molinari and Jordan's juxtaposition demonstrates this nicely. While Cloud
( 1996) does state that the token is forced into the spotlight, she does not clarify how long
a token must remain in the public eye to be effective. Jordan, after her second major
public coup in politics (the first being the impeachment hearings two years prior to her
keynoting at the convention), went on to be extremely successful in politics, serving on
many committees and enacting much legislation, and, speaking at future Democratic
Conventions. Molinari, however, promptly left the spotlight after her convention address.
Molinari herself tells of having only fifteen minutes of fame related to her keynote
presentation, commenting that "the celebrity proved remarkably empty," (1998, p. 248).
She was ousted from the Republican leadership in Congress and later, resigned her seat
in the House in exchange for a position with CBS.
Thus, these two speakers' political situations cause one to ask whether the greater
the length of time the "token" is in the spotlight, the greater the potential for
effectiveness. While success at adequately addressing the needs of the audience is
primarily the strongest measure of effectiveness, the question of time in the spotlight is
an interesting one. Given that the popular media do much to inspire in the voting public
an opinion of political figures, greater media coverage may result in voters giving a
speaker more (or less) credit, regardless of the speaker' s ability to successfully address
the needs of that public.
So, while a keynote address is a part of a sub-genre of political communication,
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perhaps further investigation of those keynoters who are selected as tokens is warranted.
Such speakers have a unique strategic choice that no other keynote speaker has available
to them. In addition, because of the weight of that decision, token speakers have two
audiences to appease. Such a difference is worthy of its own genre, allowing for the more
comprehensive study of such speakers.
Such study is imperative in order to dispel the connotation of the word token.
While seen as a destructive label, critics must work to prove that "token" is a status that
can prove empowering to the person who holds that status. Had Molinari chosen to enact
her status by more emphatically fighting for the working woman in her speech and more
clearly addressing the inclusiveness of the Republican Party by proclaiming her prochoice position as one that was allowed in her party, she would have empowered herself
and made use of the obvious selection of her for her views and the image they presented
to the public. While Molinari did not choose to empower herself and instead kept her
address within the boundaries of the party line, fitting to the negative connotation of the
word token, Barbara Jordan did exactly the opposite. By proclaiming herself a "Barbara
Jordan" and a proud member of the Democratic Party, Jordan empowered her status and
made positive use of the way she was selected and the image she was to present to both
publics. Such an action is worthy of study because, in this case, both tokens were chosen
to impact women voters. When such tokens take empowering steps and choices, they also
empower those issues they are addressing, and thus further advance the position of
gender in politics. Such an action is both feminist and worthy of positive connotations of
a formerly unpopular term.
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Appendix A

Who Then Will Speak For the Common Good?
By Barbara Jordan, Congresswoman from Texas
Delivered to the Nation, New York, New York, July 12, 1976

One hundred and forty-four years ago, members of the Democratic Party
met in convention to select a Presidential candidate. Since that time, Democrats have
continued to convene once every four years and draft a party platform and nominate a
Presidential candidate. And our meeting this week is a continuation of that tradition.
But there is something different about tonight. There is something special
about tonight. What is different? What is special? I, Barbara Jordan, am a keynote
speaker.
A lot of years passed since 1832, and during that time it would have been
most unusual for any national political party to ask that a Barbara Jordan deliver a
keynote address ... but tonight here I am. And I feel that notwithstanding the past that my
presence here is one additional bit of evidence that the American Dream need not forever
be deferred.
Now that I have this grand distinction what in the world am I supposed to
say?
I could easily spend this time praising the accomplishments of this party
and attacking the Republicans but I don' t choose to do that.
I could list the many problems which Americans have. I could list the
problems which cause people to feel cynical, angry, frustrated; problems which include
lack of integrity in government; the feeling that the individual no longer counts; the
reality of material and spiritual poverty; the feeling that the grand American experiment
is falling or has failed. I could recite these problems and then I could sit down and offer
no solutions. But I don' t choose to do that either.
The citizens of America expect more. They deserve and they want more
than a recital of problems.
We are a people in a quandry about the present. We are a people in search
of our future. We are a people in search of a national community.
We are a people trying not only to solve the problems of the present:
unemployment, inflation ... but we are attempting on a larger scale to fulfill the promise
of America. We are attempting to fulfill our national purpose; to create and sustain a
society in which all of us are equal.
Throughout our history, when people have looked for new ways to solve
their problems, and to uphold the principles of this nation, many times they have turned
to political parties. They have often turned to the Democratic Party.
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What is it, what is it about the Democratic Party that makes it the
instrument that people use when they search for ways to shape their future? Well I
believe the answer to that question lies in our concept of governing. Our concept of
governing is derived from our view of people. It is a concept deeply rooted in a set of
beliefs firmly etched in the national conscience, of all of us.
Now what are these beliefs?
First, we believe in equality for all and privileges for none. This is a belief
that each American regardless of background has equal standing in the public forum, all
of us. Because we believe this idea so firmly we are an inclusive rather than an exclusive
party. Let everybody come.
I think it no accident that most of those emigrating to American in the 19th
century identified with the Democratic Party. We are a heterogeneous party made up of
Americans of diverse backgrounds.
We believe that the people are the source of all governmental power~ that
the authority of the people is to be extended, not restricted. This can be accomplished
only by providing each citizen with every opportunity to participate in the management
of the government. They must have that.
We believe that the government which represents the authority of all the
people, not just one interest group, but all the people, has an obligation to actively
underscore, actively seek to remove those obstacles which would block individual
achievement. .. obstacles emanating from race, sex, economic condition. The government
must see to remove them.
We are a party of innovation. We do not reject our traditions, but we are
willing to adapt to changing circumstances, when change we must. We are willing to
suffer the discomfort of change in order to achieve a better future.
We have a positive vision of the future founded on the belief that the gap
between the promise and reality of America can one day be finally closed. We believe
that.
This my friends, is the bedrock of our concept of governing. This is a part
of the reason why Americans have turned to the Democratic Party. These are the
foundations upon which a national community can be built.
Let's aJI understand that these guiding principles cannot be discarded for
short-term political gains. They represent what this country is all about. They are
indigenous to the American idea. And these are principles which are not negotiable.
In other times, I could stand here and give this kind of exposition on the
beliefs of the Democratic Party and that would be enough. But today that is not enough.
People want more. That is not sufficient reason for the majority of the people of this
country to vote Democratic. We have made mistakes. In our haste to do all things for all
people, we did not foresee the full consequences of our actions. And when the people
raised their voices, we didn' t hear. But our deafness was only a temporary condition, and
not an irreversible condition.
Even as I stand here and admit that we have made mistakes I still believe
that as the people of America sit in judgement on each party, they will recognize that our
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mistakes were mistakes of the heart. They' ll recognize that.
And now we must look to the future. Let us heed the voice of the people
and recognize their common sense. If we do not, we not only blaspheme our political
heritage, we ignore the common ties that bind all Americans.
Many fear the future. Many are distrustful of their leaders, and believe that
their voices are never heard. Many seek only to satisfy their private work wants. To
satisfy private interests.
But this is the great danger America faces. That we will cease to be one
nation and become instead a collection of interest groups; city against suburb, region
against region, individual against individual. Each seeking to satisfy private wants.
If that happens, who then wilJ speak for America?
Who then will speak for the common good?
This is the question which must be answered in 1976.
Are we to be one people bound together by common spirit sharing in a
common endeavor or will we become a divided nation?
For all of its uncertainty, we cannot flee the future. We must not become
the new puritans and reject our society. We must address and master that future together.
It can be done if we restore the belief that we share a sense of national community, that
we share a common national endeavor. It can be done.
There is no executive order; there is no law that can require the American
people to form a national communjty. This we must do as individuals and if we do it as
individuals, there is no President of the United States who can veto that decision.
As a first step, we must restore our belief in ourselves. We are a generous
people so why can' t we be generous with each other? We need to take to heart the words
spoken by Thomas Jefferson:
Let us restore to social intercourse that harmony and that affection without
which liberty and even life are but dreary things.
A nation is formed by the willingness of each of us to share in the
responsibility for upholding the common good.
A government is invigorated when each of us is willing to participate in
shaping the future of this nation.
In this election year we must define the common good and begin again to
shape a common good and begin again to shape a common future. Let each person do his
or her part. If one citizen is unwilling to participate, all of us are going to suffer. For the
American idea, though it is shared by alJ of us, is realized in each one of us.
And, now, what are those of us who are elected public officials supposed
to do? We call ourselves public servants but I'll tell you this: we as public servants must
set an example for the rest of the nation. It is hypocritical for the public official to
admonish and exhort the people to uphold the common good if we are derelict in
upholding the common good. More is required of public officials than slogans and
handshakes and press releases. More is required. We must hold ourselves strictly
accountable. We must provide the people with a vision of the future.
If we promise public officials, we must deliver. If we as public officials
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propose, we must produce. If we say to the American people it is time for you to be
sacrificial; sacrifice. If tehpublic official says that, we (public officials) must be the first
to give, We must be. And again, is we make mistakes, we must be willing to admit them.
We have to do that. What we have to do is strike a balance between the idea that
government ought to do nothing. Strike a balance.
Let there be no illusions about the difficulty of forming this kind of a
national community. Ifs tough, difficult, not easy. But a spirit of harmony will survive in
America only if each of us remembers that we share a common destiny. If each of us
remembers when self-interest and bitterness seem to prevail, that we share a common
destiny.
I have confidence that we can form this kind of national community.
I have confidence that the Democratic Party can lead the way. I have that
confidence. We cannot improve on the system of government handed down to us by the
founders of the Republic, there is no way to improve upon that. But what we can do is to
find new ways to implement that system and realize our destiny.
Now, I began this speech by commenting to you on the uniqueness of a
Barbara Jordan making the keynote address. Well I am going to close my speech by
quoting a Republican President and I ask you that as you listen to these words of
Abraham Lincoln, relate them to the concept of a national community in which every last
one of us participates: As I would not be a slave, so I would not be a master. This
expresses my idea of Democracy. Whatever differs from this, to the extent of the
difference is no Democracy.
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Appendix B
A legacy ofHope and Opportunity
By Susan Molinari, Congresswoman from New York
Delivered to the Nation, San Diego, California, August 13, 1996
Good evening. rm Susan Molinari and I am proud to represent a
congressional district in New York, the home of the next Vice President of the United
States ... Jack Kemp.
Last night, I called Jack for some advice on what I should say tonight. And
he gave me a few suggestions. In fact, he' s stlll giving them. I had to put him on hold just
now so I could come out here and make this speech. I'll get right back to you, Jack.
I was honored when Bob Dole asked me to give tonight' s keynote speech,
and I have some good news. This speech is a lot like a Bill Clinton promise. It won't last
long and it will sound like a Republican talking.
I don' t know about you, but I think this is one of the great conventions of
all time. Colin Powell and Nancy Reagan last night made me proud to be a Republican
and proud to be an American.
I think all of us were moved by General Powell and Mrs. Reagan because
both of them spoke to us from the heart each in their own way. Tonight, I hope to do no
less.
Tonight, I , too, want to talk to you about the American dream because it
seems to be slipping out of reach for too many of us. And I want to tell American how
Bob Dole and Jack Kemp and the Republican Party can make that dream easier to
achieve again.
For the Molinari family, our American story began in 1904, when
Guyatano and Marie Molinari bundled up their young son and left Italy in search of a
dream. They found it on 104th St. in Queens. That's where my great-grandfather opened
his barber shop, and I like to think the red, white, and blue striped pole spinning outside
his storefront symbolized his American dream.
He passed on his passion for hard work, his faith in his family and his love
of his adopted country to his small son, who passed it on to my father who passed it on to
me. Along the way, the American dream got a little bit bigger, and in just two
generations, a seat in a Queens barber shop led to a seat in the United States Congress.
Guyatano Molinari lived a simple dream. It was the same dream shared by
a generation. Find a job, marry your sweetheart, have children, buy a home, maybe start a
business. And in the process, always provide a better life for your children.
When my husband, Bill, and I had Susan Ruby three months ago, we
began to understand those dreams. You begin to think less about how the world is and
more about what kind of world you' ll leave behind.
For many people my age, our dreams and our hopes are no different than
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those of our parents, but people today are under real pressures, and they are worried.
They worry about their jobs and whether they will still have them
tomorrow. They wonder whether they can provide security for their parents as they grow
old and opportunity for their children as they grow up.
They worry about drugs and violence, and every morning at the
kindergarten door, they hesitate if only for a moment to let go of that small hand clinging
so tightly to theirs.
I don't know a mom today who isn' t being stretched to her limit trying to
hold down a job while trying to hold down the fort at home, too. How many times have
we said to ourselves there just aren' t enough hours in the day, and the truth is, there
aren' t.
Well, Republicans can' t promise you any more hours in a day, but we can
help you spend more hours at home with your family.
We know people are having trouble just staying afloat, and it' s easy to see
why. Bill Clinton passed the largest tax increase in history, and now Americans pay
almost 40 cents of every dollar they earn in taxes, the most ever.
Every year Bill Clinton bas been in office, taxes have been higher, and
family incomes have been lower.
Bob Dole and Jack Kemp have a better idea, an economic plan for every
American who is working harder and taking home less.
The Dole-Kemp plan will give every working man and woman in this
country a 15% across the board tax cut! It's a plan for all of us.
It' s a plan for a single mother with two kids in Detroit who's trying to pay
her bills and pay for childcare, too. She' ll get $1000 from the Republican' s child tax
credit.
It's a plan for a grandmother in St. Louis who wash hit hard by Bill
Clinton's tax increase on Social Security benefits. She'll get to keep all the benefits she' s
earned and deserves.
And it' s a plan for a young couple in Pittsburgh trying to buy their first
home. For them, it will mean lower interest rates and mortgage payments they can afford.
We can do better with Bob Dole and Jack Kemp. And, that's what this
convention and this election is all about.
Clearly, the American people understand we simply can't go on like we
have for the last four years. Something has to give or people are just going to give up.
We say, we can create real opportunity for everyone with a dream.
We can do better.
Under Bill Clinton, Medicare wiJI be bankrupt in less than five years. But
this president would rather play politics than muster the political courage to rescue it.
Republicans will save Medicare and protect Social Security so people can stop worrying
about their parents' and their grandparents' health and security. We must do better.
We are a generous people, but when a welfare system traps millions of
children in poverty and dependency, common sense tells us that we need change for their
sake.
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And, I'm proud to say that because of Bob Dole and the common sense
Republican Congress, we finally ended welfare as we know it.
We've got to stop the explosion in drug use by our kids that we've seen
over the last three years.
We must elect a president this fall with zero tolerance for drugs in our
schools, our playgrounds and in our workplaces. This is a fight we cannot lose. We can
do better. We can elect Bob Dole.
I got to know Bob Dole during my first term in Congress. He asked me to
work with him to stem the growing trend of crimes toward women and children.
We worked closely together to produce legislation that gave women and
children strong new protections against sexual predators by closing loopholes that let
rapists and child molesters go free.
It seems we have always counted on Bob Dole to do what' s right for all
Americans, and he's never let us down.
Now think about Bill Clinton. He promises one thing and does another.
He hopes we will forget his broken promises. But I ask you:
Have you forgotten that Bill Clinton promised a middle-class tax cut and
then passed the largest tax increase in American History?
Have you forgotten that Bill Clinton promised common-sense health care
reform, only to impose a huge Washington-run health care system on all of us?
And have you forgotten that Bill Clinton' s promises have the lifespan of a
Big Mac on Air Force One?
While that may be funny, what's not funny is what he is doing to the
promise of America.
Two hundred years ago, it was the promise of freedom that inspired the
first generation of Americans to found a nation.
A hundred years ago another generation bound up the wounds of a civil
war and opened the West. Thirty years ago, this generation dreamed of the stars and
walked upon the moon.
And like those Americans who came before us, we have the same
opportunity for greatness. Our dreams can be just as big.
This November, we will elect the last president of this century and the
first of the new millennium. We can change the direction of our country.
It can be a new day for America, an Age of Dreams as big and bold as any
that have come before; and we, every one of us here, and every American across this
land, we can be the patriots and the prisoners, the dreamers and the doers. We can restore
the American dream.
At the end of the day while I'm rocking Susan Ruby to sleep I look down
and wonder what her life will be like. I want the best for her. I want a country free from
danger. A nation and a world where she is free to believe in greatness and achieve her
fullest potential.
But she will never know that life if we continue down the rudderless path
we have been on for four long years. We have a choice. We can change the future for our
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children.
The unique American spirit that defied a king and challenged a continent
and conquered space still beats in the heart of every one of us, but we must have a leader
who shares our dreams.
So I leave you with one last wish I have for my child and for every child
I want my daughter's earliest memories of our nation's leader to be of a
man who still dreams despite adversity.
A man who dreams big because he knows what it means to begin life with
so little.
A man who asks the best from each of us because he's never given
American any less of himself.
I want my daughter to have a future that still loves heroes, where character
still matters and America's leaders inspire and comfort us with the courage of their
VI SI On.

There is nothing sadder than to look into the eyes of a child without
dreams and see nothing but the empty stare oflost hope. That's not my America and it's
not Bob Dole's America, either.
On the day my great-grandfather first opened the door to his small barber
shop decades ago, his dream make my dreams possible.
Each generation, by its actions, must open the door for the next. We must
leave behind a legacy of hope and opportunity.
So, this November, let us look deep into the eyes of our children and listen
hard to the still small voice that lies within each of us for we must elect a president not
just for this generation, but for the generations to come.
We must choose the better man for a better America and that man, we
know, is Bob Dole.
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